Can you say, YES!
Top 10 Reasons to Enroll in On the Road CE

If you answer YES to any of the following questions, you should enroll in an OTR Course TODAY

1. **Would you like to be home by dinner**

   Packing. Flight delays. TSA. These are all reasons to register for OTR classes in your backyard. In one day, you can obtain 6 CE hours and be home by dinner.

2. **Desire knowledge you can use NOW**

   WVC provides the highest quality, year-round continuing education courses structured for immediate implementation - Learn it today, use it tomorrow.

3. **Does innovative expertise matter**

   We commit to recruiting expert instructors who are leaders in their field to teach innovative and effective methodologies.

4. **Would you enjoy complimentary meals**

   When you attend On The Road CE courses, your breakfast and lunch is on us.

5. **Do you prefer supporting a nonprofit organization**

   As a nonprofit, our mission is to provide progressive CE education. Period. We do not pass along frivolous costs to you.

6. **Is cost of the CE a concern**

   For less than $100, comprehensive learning is affordable.

7. **Do you need limited time away from the office**

   A continuing education course that doesn’t involve overnight stay ensures your time away from the practice is reduced.
8. **Is smaller attendance a key factor for learning**

Smaller attendance leaves more one-on-one time with our expert instructors to query.

9. **Is minimal interruption to your work week a plus**

Courses are conveniently held on a Saturday or Sunday to minimize interruption to your life.

10. **Does high-quality CE matter when selecting your continuing education provider**

For over 88 years, WVC has provided unmatched continuing education courses to veterinary professionals all over the world. We are dedicated to delivering knowledge you can use now.

If you answered YES to any of these questions, an On The Road continuing education course is what you need to capture CE hours on your schedule.

**Enroll today at wvc.org/otr!**